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Abstract 

A model of direct electronic energy transfer in restricted space with planar or spherical symmetries is presented. The 
model is applied to the study of the interphases created when diblock copolymers self-assemble in microdomains with shapes 
dependent on the length ratio of the two incompatible blocks. 
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1. Introduction 

The characterization of nanodomains is an area 
of activity impelled by advances in material sci- 

ence, nanochemistry and the development of various 

techniques of microscopy in the past decade. These 
techniques allow the visualization of surface nano- 
domains in the scale of Ca. 10 nm. Nevertheless, a 

deeper study of the nanostructures involve the knowl- 
edge of the distribution of the various components 

across the space. For this purpose, direct electronic 
energy transfer (DET) is particularly adequate [l]. 

In this case, different components of the nanodomain 
have to be adequately labeled with energy donors and 
acceptors. Electronic energy transfer occurs when the 
donor-acceptor pair distances are of the order of tens 
of angstroms. 

This paper presents a model of direct electronic en- 
ergy transfer in nanostructures with spherical or planar 
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symmetries. These types of structures appear when 

diblock copolymers self-assemble in microdomains 
with shapes (lamella, spheres, cylinders) that de- 
pend on the length ratio of the two incompatible 

blocks [2]. The donor decay curves of films of di- 
block copolymers labeled at the joint point with 

energy donors and acceptors were simulated using 
the Helfand-Tagami distribution of joint points at 

the interphase [3]. The results show that the donor 
decay curves are strongly influenced by the width 
of the interphase for the same number density of 
acceptors, but small differences were observed be- 

tween spherical and planar interphases of the same 
width. 

2. The energy transfer model 

For a dipole-dipole coupling mechanism the trans- 
fer rate coefficient W(T) from an electronic excited 
donor (D* ) to an acceptor (A), separated by a distance 
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r, is given by the Forster relation [4] 

w(r)= F(Ro/r)‘, 

where Ro is the Forster’s radius, ICY is the orientational 

factor between the transition dipole moments for the 
D t D* and A* c A electronic transitions and rn is 

the intrinsic fluorescence lifetime of the donor. 

The probability of DET from D* located at rn to A 
at rA is given by 

f(t,r)= exp[-w(r)], r’[rA -@I. (2) 

For low concentration of A, the probability of DET 

from one D* located at rn to all A in the system is 

[4-61 

drDs t) 

= exp - 
U 

{ 1 - exp[-w(r)fl)nA(r,rD) dr , 

V ) 

(3) 

where V is the volume of the microdomain, and 

nA(r,ro)dr is interpreted as the mean number of A 
molecules in a spherical shell of thickness dr at a dis- 

tance r from the excited donor molecule located at rn. 

The transfer probability for all D”, at low optical 

densities is given by 

ID(t)= .I nD(rD)drDy f> drD> (4) 
V 

where no(ro) is the number density of donors at rn. 

In systems with planar symmetry, the distribution 
of acceptors is constant in any thin vertical slice of a 
spherical shell centered on the donor coordinate. The 

volume of the ring defined by the interception of the 
spherical shell (radius r and width dr) with the vertical 
slice (width drA) is [7] 

during = 2mq, drA dr (5) 

Therefore, the mean number of A molecules can be 
expressed as 

s 

iX+r 
nA(r,rD)dr= nA(rA > during (6) 

Im--rl 

and substituting in Eq. (3) 

r{ 1 - exp[-w(r)t]} 

Analogously, for systems with spherical symmetry, 
the distribution of acceptors is constant within any 

scoop-like cut taken out of a spherical shell centered in 
rn with radius r and width dr, say between rA and rA + 

drA. This section, when viewed in the radial direction, 
resembles a concave ring of volume during [ 11: 

Therefore, nA(r, rD) is calculated summing the number 
density of acceptors in each concave ring, nA(rA ), over 
the spherical shell 

nA(r, rD )dr= 
2rrr dr 

rD s rD+r 

Im--rl 
flAkA kA drA, (9) 

and substituting this result in Eq. (3) 

r{ 1 - exp[-w(r)t]} 

[J 
n,+r 

X ?tA(rA)rA dr, dr . (lo) Iv--1.1 I) 
3. Numerical results 

Fig. 1 represents the simulated decay curves ob- 
tained from Eqs. (4) and (7) for the interphase created 

in films of diblock copolymers with planar symmetry. 
The donors and acceptors are distributed in the inter- 
phase according to the Helfand-Tagami [3] expression 

2 
nHT(z) = nLT c sech 

T 
(11) 

with a constant average number density of acceptors, 
n&=3.6 x lo-* nm-’ and width lr varying from 
0.5Ro to 8Ro. The decay curves are strongly depen- 

dent on /r, due to the non-linear dependence of DET 
on the local acceptor concentration. 
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Fig. I. Convolution of the experimental lamp profile with simulated DET probability curves, for donors (TD = 45 ns) and acceptors 

distributed in planar interphases of several widths: /T = 0.5Rc; /r = Rc; /T = 4Rc; 1~ = 8Ro, with Ro = 2.2 nm. 
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Fig. 2. Convolution of the experimental lamp profile with simulated DET probability curves, for donors (ho = 45 ns) and acceptors 

distributed in planar and spherical interphases (radius R,) of widths: Ir = 0.5Re(R, = 5Ra and IORe); kr = 2Rc(R, = lORo and 20Ro). 

with Ro = 2.2 nm. 
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Fig. 2 shows the influence of the curvature radius 

of a spherical nanodomain of radius R,, on the donor 

decay curves (Eqs. (4) and (10)) for interphases cen- 
tered in R, with two different widths (Ir = 0.5Ro and 
2Ra). These are compared with the values for planar 

systems with the same interphase width. 

The results clearly shows that for interphase widths 

of the order of RO the influence of the curvature of 

the nanodomain is relatively small. Therefore direct 
energy transfer studies do not allow to distinguish 
between these nanostructures. This results from the 

short-range scale (the order of Ro) to which the energy 
transfer process is sensitive. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

A model of energy transfer occurring among donors 
and acceptors in restricted space, is presented for 
spherical and planar nanostructures. From simulation 

of the donor decay curves in interphases created by 
the self-assembling of incompatible diblock copoly- 

mers, we observe that the decay curves are strongly 
influenced by the width of the interphase, allowing 

its evaluation with precision. However, the results 

also show that the shape of the interphase has a small 

influence on the donor decay curves, not allowing 
the discrimination between interphases of different 

symmetries. 
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